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ABSTRACT

Observability is the ability for us to monitor the state of the system, which involves monitoring standard metrics like central processing unit (CPU) utilization, memory usage, and network bandwidth. The more we can understand the state of the system, the better we can improve the performance by recognizing unwanted behavior, improving the stability and reliability of the system. To achieve this, it is essential to build an automated monitoring system that is easy to use and efficient in its working. To do so, we have built a Kubernetes operator that automates the deployment and monitoring of applications and notifies unwanted behavior in real time. It also enables the visualization of the metrics generated by the application and allows standardizing these visualization dashboards for each type of application. Thus, it improves the system's productivity and vastly saves time and resources in deploying monitored applications, upgrading Kubernetes resources for each application deployed, and migration of applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Kubernetes is an extensible, open-source platform for managing containerized microservices that facilitates both declarative configuration and automation [1]-[3]. It has a rapidly growing ecosystem that allows extension capabilities in various forms, one of them being Kubernetes Operators. Kubernetes allows applications deployed on the cluster to expose system metrics that are utilized by the application, like central processing unit (CPU) utilization, memory usage, network bandwidth, and request rate, depending on the type of application. When operating on a cloud datacenter, it is very important to be able to generate the metrics, visualize them using efficient visualization solutions, and alert the system based on the unwanted behavior of the metrics. These metrics are essential to track and monitor the health of the data center. Any unhealthy behavior such as a sudden spike in CPU or memory utilization must be monitored and alerts triggered for appropriate action to be taken.

Kubernetes has been extended and efficiently used over the years to suffice the needs and capabilities of upcoming trends. It can be used to provision a generic platform that facilitates dynamic resource provisioning as shown in [4]. Buyya et al. [5] mentions how cost-efficient orchestration can be done with containers in cloud environments. It specifically investigates pricing models of the acquired resources, fault tolerability of applications, and quality of service (QoS) requirements of the running applications. Hassan et al. [6] discusses various characteristics of cloud computing such as services models, deployment models, and storage models. It also discusses several security threats, storage issues, and challenges to cloud computing. Prometheus is used for monitoring along with Alert Manager, which is used for alerting based on
rules established for those monitored metrics. Its future enhancements include estimating the number of resources such as memory and CPU that applications consume over time for efficient use of the cluster resources. Kubernetes can be extended to create frameworks that can integrate Kubernetes with Prometheus and Grafana [7], [8]. Prometheus and Grafana can also be leveraged on a scalable agentless system for monitoring and alerting in any cloud hosting environment as shown in [9].

We have chosen to use Kubernetes’ capabilities to expose hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) endpoints for metrics as it is simpler and most used. The capabilities of Kubernetes can also be extended in many ways to improve the efficiency of Kubernetes [10], [11]. The research is now moving towards operators due to its stability and capabilities. Kubernetes operator extends the capabilities of Kubernetes and can be tailor-made to suit a wide range of use cases [12]-[14]. We have developed an operator that extends the capabilities of Kubernetes by deploying the application that creates our custom resource, exposing its metrics for Prometheus operator [15] to use and configure alerting rules based on them with Alert Manager [16]. It also deploys certain dashboards in Grafana based on the type of application. Service meshes are a dedicated infrastructure layer on microservices that do not impose any modifications. They support high performance, adaptability, and availability [17], [18]. We have used Istio servish mesh in our project to provide traffic management, observability, and security. We have decided to use Docker as our runtime container interface along with Kubernetes for deployment based on [19]-[21].

Kubernetes requires every application to deploy various resources such as deployment, service, resources for visualization and monitoring. These resources have a standard template and only vary in metadata and certain application-specific parameters. Currently, a user needs to create these resources manually and deploy them to the cluster. This results in a lot of duplicated code being written manually and gives scope to human errors. Wrongly defined resources can affect the working of applications in Kubernetes. It is also essential to monitor the health and metrics of the deployed applications to ensure high availability. Users find it difficult to maintain all standard dashboards and alerting rules that need to be included for all applications of a specific type and monitor the correctness of the Kubernetes resources that are deployed. Currently, Kubernetes upgradation and migration is a huge task. It involves users editing lines containing version information in every resource associated with every application that is deployed in Kubernetes. This is a very time taking and tedious process.

To tackle the above problem, we have developed a Kubernetes operator that automates the deployment of required resources and takes care of the generation of metrics, visualization of metrics in an open-source tool called Grafana, and configuration of alerting rules with Prometheus operator for the metrics it exposes. For applications and microservices to use our operator, they need to define and deploy a custom resource of our operator. This custom resource contains information about the customization of resources that is required by the operator. The proposed operator saves resources of the system and improves the reliability and stability of the system by closely monitoring the applications. It contributes in three ways. First, it eliminates human error and improves the productivity of the system by automating the majority of code that was manually written before. Users can now write just the custom resource for the operator. Second, it improves the monitoring of applications deployed in the cluster by allowing users to standardize dashboards that visualize the metrics generated by them. It also allows standardizing alerting rules applied to these applications. Users can add additional dashboards and alerting rules based on their application. Third, it vastly saves time and resources while upgrading Kubernetes resources and migration of applications. Upgrading the application programming interface (API) version of any of the Kubernetes resources can be done only in one place in our operator, and all applications that have been deployed using our operator reflect the upgrade. The operator scans through the cluster to find custom resources in real-time and makes the changes.

2. RESEARCH METHOD

The Kubernetes operator is developed using the operator-software development kit (SDK) framework that uses Helm as its language. Helm is a package manager and a templating language for Kubernetes that allows developers and operators to easily package and deploy applications and services onto Kubernetes clusters. Our operator deploys the application that exposes the metrics to Prometheus, visualizes those metrics in Grafana, and configures alerting rules for the metrics with Alert Manager. The Alert Manager handles alerts sent by the Prometheus servers. Alert Manager can be integrated with PagerDuty, which is a cloud service for alerting [22]-[24]. The operator was created by scaffolding a new project using the operator-SDK command line interface (CLI). The operator uses its reconciling logic to create a new helm chart containing the resources needed or add to the existing one. In this way, the operator performs its functions using Kubernetes resources.
2.1. WebEx contact centre operator architecture

The architecture of our operator in Figure 1 is used to facilitate contact centers but can be used by any cluster of microservices to enhance their observability in Kubernetes. The operator mainly consists of a custom resource (CR) and a custom controller. The custom resource will be discussed in-depth in the next section. Here we will discuss the custom controller as it is responsible for the tasks completed by the operator. The custom controller watches the cluster for changes to the custom resource in a loop called the control loop, which converts the current state of the cluster to its desired state as defined by the operator.

When a custom resource is created in the cluster, the operator triggers the custom controller to deploy all the resources that are needed by the desired state. We have designed our operator to deploy the following resources.

- **Deployment**: the application calling the CR will be deployed as a container along with all the necessary attributes taken from the user if necessary.
- **Service**: deployment exposes its metrics through this service using the port provided by the user.
- **ServiceMonitor**: this is a custom resource defined by the Prometheus Operator. It discovers targets based on matching labels and provides the metrics to Prometheus.
- **PrometheusRule**: this is a custom resource defined by the Prometheus Operator. It comprises the alerting rules for the metrics exposed and the rules can be standardized or not based on the requirement.
- **VirtualService**: defines a set of traffic routing rules to apply when a host is addressed. Each routing rule defines matching criteria for the traffic of a specific protocol.
- **ConfigMap**: the dashboards can be mentioned as JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) files in the configmap and these are automatically fetched by Grafana.

The Kubernetes API Server monitors these resources and ensures availability. For example, consider it creates a Deployment in the cluster to run the application. It further watches out for changes to this resource and immediately reflects any changes in a reliable manner. Kubernetes can also be used as an availability manager [25], and its scheduling can be improved by [26].

When these resources are deployed by the operator, the following processes take place.

- **Deployment** runs the application with the defined configuration. These applications expose their metrics like CPU utilization, memory usage, and network bandwidth, at a defined endpoint using the service.
- **ServiceMonitor** discovers the targets based on matching labels and provides the metrics to Prometheus.
- **Prometheus** configures all the rules given by the PrometheusRule resource with the Alert Manager. Prometheus additionally lists the targets, rules, and status of the alerts in the Prometheus dashboard.
- **Using the dashboards mentioned in the configmaps, Grafana dashboards are created. Each of the dashboards is saved as a JSON object and fed to the configmap. When a configmap is deployed, the sidecar in Grafana picks it up and renders the dashboard [27].
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Figure 1. WebEx contact centre (wxcc) operator architecture

The custom controller is a control loop that watches the cluster for changes to our operator’s custom resource and makes sure that the current state matches the desired state. If the custom resource is deleted, all the resources that were initially created by the custom resource will be deleted by the operator. The operator also allows versioning if the schema defined in the custom resource definition is to be changed after the deployment of the operator. The user must define the new schema under a different version and provide the conversion strategy if needed. A conversion strategy is a webhook server that recognizes old custom resources in the cluster and converts it to the desired custom resource to the operator in the current version.

This will allow multiple versions to exist in the system together, and when all the custom resources are converted to the new version, the old version can be made invalid. The custom resource is first validated.
against the custom resource definition. If it is valid, it starts creating the resources asked by the user for the application. The deployment of these resources then leads to the monitoring of the application, as explained previously. If the metrics exceed the defined threshold, an alert is triggered by the Alert Manager [16].

2.2. WxccService custom resource

The schema of our custom resource is defined by the custom resource definition (CRD) of our operator. When a custom resource is deployed in the cluster, the operator validates it with the CRD, and if it is valid, it triggers the controller. If there are multiple versions, each of their schemas is mentioned in the CRD where one and only one version is marked as storage version. To enable a version, its Served flag can be enabled. WxccService CRD is shown in Figure 2.

```yaml
apiVersion: apiextensions.k8s.io/v1
kind: CustomResourceDefinition
metadata:
  name: wxcsservices.com.cisco.cce
spec:
group: com.cisco.cce
names:
  kind: WxccService
  plural: wxcsservices
  singular: wxccservice
scope: Namespaced
versions:
  - name: v1
schema:
  openAPIV3Schema:
    description: WxccService is the Schema for the wxcsservices API
    properties:
      apiVersion:
        description: 'APIVersion'
        type: string
      kind:
        description: 'Kind'
        type: string
      metadata:
        type: object
      spec:
        description: Spec defines the desired state of WxccService
        type: object
        properties:
          global:
            properties:
              appName:
                description: x-kubernetes-preserve-unknown-fields: true
                type: string
          service:
            x-kubernetes-preserve-unknown-fields: true
            type: object
          deployment:
            x-kubernetes-preserve-unknown-fields: true
            type: object
            properties:
              image:
                type: object
                properties:
                  repository:
                    type: string
                  tag:
                    type: string
                  pullPolicy:
                    x-kubernetes-preserve-unknown-fields: true
                    type: string
                  allowEmpty: x-kubernetes-preserve-unknown-fields: true
                  required: ["repository"]
                  enable:
                    type: boolean
                  x-kubernetes-preserve-unknown-fields: true
                  status:
                    description: Status defines the observed state of WxccService
                    type: object
                    x-kubernetes-preserve-unknown-fields: true
                  served: true
                  storage: true
                  subresources:
                  status: ()
```

Figure 2. Example of custom resource definition
The example of our customer resource in Figure 3 gets validated with the CRD that leads to the deployment of all the necessary resources. All the resources are optional and can be opted out of if the user decides to deploy the Kubernetes resource on their own or has already been deployed. appNamePrefix-appName-appNameSuffix is used to name the resources uniquely. Maps like Service, deployment provide information for those respective resources. Istio provides information for the VirtualService and PrometheusOperator provides information for its custom resources like ServiceMonitor and PrometheusRule. Grafana defines the information needed to create the dashboards.

```yaml
apiVersion: com.cisco.ccc/v1
kind: WxccService
metadata:
  name: wxccservice-sample
spec:
global:
  appName: helloapp
  appNamePrefix: prefix
  appNameSuffix: suffix
service:
  port: 8080
  ports: []
deployment:
  image:
    repository: repo_name/image_name
    tag: valid_tag
  enable: true
  replicaCount: 2
resources:
  limits:
    cpu: 1
    memory: 1Gi
  requests:
    cpu: 100m
    memory: 60Mi
istio:
  gateway:
    domain: domain_name
    name: default-gateway
  prometheusoperator:
    servicemonitor:
      enable: true
      port: http
      path: prometheus/metrics
    prometheusrule:
      enable: true
      rules:
        - record: node_memory_MemFree_percent
          expr: 100 - (100 * node_memory_MemFree_bytes / node_memory_MemTotal_bytes)
grafana:
  defaultDashboardsEnabled: true
dashboards:
  annotations:
    strategy.spinnaker.io/versioned: "false"
    strategy.spinnaker.io/recreate: "true"
  dashboards:
    wxccservice-sample-http-metrics.json:
    #dashboard information
```

Figure 3. Example of custom resource–WxccService

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Applications in Kubernetes are deployed manually using “kubectl create” commands or through a CI/CD pipeline. To enable a monitoring and alerting system, additional resources are created along with the application deployment. All users have to manually ensure they have written the right code for each resource they are deploying and preserve the correctness of resources. If there is an API version upgradation of a Kubernetes resource, which often happens as the resources are evolving, such resources of all the applications have to be updated with the same. Using the operator we created, all the resources of all applications can be managed in one place including any API version upgradation, standard rules for all applications set by the organization, and correctness of the resources. If there are any updates to be done to the CRD or the operator logic, a new version of the operator can be involved and a smooth upgradation of the existing custom resource to the new one can be done, and the old version can be eliminated eventually.
For experimental analysis, the operator was deployed in a new namespace in the cluster, and access to other namespaces was given to it. The operator searched through all the namespaces to find its custom resources and verified it with its custom resource definition (CRD). After validating the custom resource, it successfully deployed the application, exposed its metrics for monitoring, and registered itself with the AlertManager for alerting unwanted behavior. It was easy to migrate existing applications on the cluster to be deployed and watched by our operator.

3.1. Experimental setting

We used Kubernetes version: 1.19.4, go version: go1.15.5 and docker-desktop version: 3.1.0 to test this operator. The operator was developed in Helm using the operator-SDK framework version: v1.7.2. It was tested using the Kubernetes test tool (KUTTL). Tests were provided as yet another markup language (YAML) files and Test assertions were mentioned as partial YAML documents. Additionally, a Go-based application was deployed to the cluster using the WxccService custom resource, an example of which is shown in Figure 2.

3.2. Experimental results and analysis

Once the custom resource for an application is created, the operator deploys the application as a deployment in Kubernetes. It also ensures that the metrics are exposed for monitoring and alerting for unwanted behavior. These applications whose custom resources are deployed can be seen as a target in the Prometheus dashboard as shown in Figure 4. When the metrics exceed the defined threshold mentioned in the rules, an alert is triggered by the Alert Manager. The metrics can be visualized as Grafana dashboards. The status of the application and its metrics/traffic can be seen in Kiali as well as shown in Figure 5.

The operator replaces around 800 lines of code that each application needs with around 30-50 lines of code of the custom resource. This operator vastly improves productivity by automating the deployment of the application and monitoring for unwanted behavior of its metrics which is currently done by deploying each necessary resource manually. The operator watches over all the applications using its custom resource and any change to the custom resource is efficiently reflected in the Kubernetes resources deployed. When there is any modification, such as an API version upgradation of resources for all applications, it is very efficient to use our operator as the upgradation needs to be done only at one place in the operator code rather than at every resource of every application. The operator makes sure it gets reflected in all services without disturbing the monitoring and alerting system. This upgrade is graceful and occurs with negligible downtime.

The operator is light and consumes fewer resources. Figure 6 and Figure 7 depict the memory usage and CPU usage, respectively, of the operator taken from Grafana. As we can see, it is highly scalable as there is only a gradual increase in resource utilization upon adding additional applications. This operator saves time and resources for the users by automating the generation, monitoring, and visualization of applications with minimal resource usage.

![Figure 4. Target created in Prometheus for a sample application](image)

![Figure 5. Status of the application in Kiali](image)
4. CONCLUSION

Monitoring applications in the Kubernetes cluster is important as it gives the users better visibility into the application’s performance. Alerting and visualization enable developers to ensure high availability by working on the application and fixing it on time. In this paper, we have developed a Kubernetes operator that automates deployment, visualization, and monitoring for services that are deployed on the cluster and vastly improves productivity. The operator enables the users to maintain standard dashboards and alerting rules, if necessary. Since all the resources are deployed and controlled by the operator, the API version upgrade is now simplified. As a part of future work, the operator can be modified to deploy more resources. Visualization of metrics can be enhanced for different types of metrics.
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